
Goranberry Gang and the Grayne of Martin
plus a hodge podge on Elwald/Ellot of the sixteenth century.

The Grayne of Martin;

It should be noted that  Dand Ellot of Braidley is in the grayne of Martin Ellot. Gawaine the Clarke was 
an bailee, legal administrator to Patrick Hepburn and felt to be the first laird of Stobs.

It should be noted no dates are used on above, but the surname Ellot was used from about 1535-1600, 
by the Robert line this would between the Reformation and the Union of the Crowns.

Gowan (Gavin/Gawaine), Hobbe (Hob, Robert), Arche (Archibald, like Archibald Douglas) are 
brothers. Joke called Copshawe (Jok (John) of Copshaw Park), John of Thornesope (Thorlishope), Will 
of Steele (Steel), Dand of the Brandley (of Braidley), John of Braidley, Seme of Hardin (Simon of 
Harwick). These are people who fight for Martin, and all these are under the direction of Robert (Clan 
Chief) of Redheugh.

Sixteenth century Scottish Borders is a great entanglement an will take awhile to attempt to untangle. 
Hope people will not attempt to jump ahead.  Above information is not dated so it will be difficult to 
put in the genealogical generations until sequencing with some dates are given.



Martin of Braidley; where is Braidley.

Braidley is just up the Hermitage Water form the Hermitage Castle.



In the map below, if someone is “of the hill” it is felt to be “Hermitage Hill” because it is a prominate 
feature on maps. This is given for future reference.

As you can see above Goranberry is near Braidlie, the pin represents the location of the Brownie.

Martin is the leader of the Goranberry Gang, later referred to when a Robert of Redheugh (south of 
Hermitage Castle) lead the clan, became the grayne of Martin, under the direction of Robert, or what 
may be said one of the branches of the groups of men which fought for Robert of Redheugh.



The Brownie would be; The “Cowie of Goranberry”, which assisted the Elliot. 
It at one time was said that Martin lead the clan when Robert Ellot leader of the clan died at Flodden.
Martin was felt to be the minor brother of this Robert Ellot, the above information giving the grayne of 
Martin when a Robert lead a clan would likely be at a later day, after a son of Robert could take over a 
clan.

Battle of Flodden Field From Wikipedia, the free 

encyclopedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Flodden_Field 

Casualties
Surrey's army lost 1,500 men killed.[1] There were various conflicting accounts of the Scottish loss.George 
Buchanan wrote in his History of Scotland (published in 1582) that, according to the lists that were compiled 
throughout the counties of Scotland, there were about 5,000 killed.[2] A contemporary French source, the Gazette 
of the Battle of Flodden, said that about 10,000 Scots were killed,[3] while a plaque on the monument to the 2nd 
Duke of Norfolk (as the Earl of Surrey became in 1514) atThetford put the figure at 17,000.[2]

Notable men who died included:
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Robert Elwold (Elliott, leader of the 
Elliott Clan); died in battle with;



It should be noted that Patrick Hepburn was owner of the 
Hermitage Castle, during a good part of the sixteenth century.



Had a difficult time figuring out why a Robert 
dies at Flodden. Puts James IV, plus Archibald 
Douglas 5th Earl of Angus who transferred land 
of the Hermitage to Patrick Hepburn 1st Earl of 
Bothwell. Amongst the Elwald found Archibalds 
and on Patrick. Archibald moved to Bothwell.
Also looking for a connection between the 
Robert line being educated at St Andrews. Also 
the approximate dates of Flodden.

Mark Elliott 8/5/2010



So it would be said that Robert of Redheugh leader of the clan died at Flodden about 1513, then Martin 
a younger brother of this Robert would began leading the clan soon after.

It should also be noted land was past down through the Robert of Redheugh line, the others had to 
establish land another way. In 1520 the clan name would be Elwald, so the above grayne of Martin 
would be after 1535. 

Note the date 1589
“Martins Dande”, is a Dande Ellot in the grayne (who fought with Martin) It states Arche, Hobb and 
John are sons of a Martin. Also lists a Robin Ellot (son of Rob which is son of Robert of Redheugh and 
has a son called young Robin all of Redheugh), shows a Will (William Jr and Sr) of Steel.  Shows also 
a Gavin of “_____”, William of Thorlishope, Hob of Schaws (south of the Hermitage, Schaws felt to be 
tenants on land of the Douglas of Cavers), Hob of “Bohomes”. Dande is the newphew (brother's son)of 
Martin.

Hope the reader begins to get a hint of what I am dealing with for the border 
(1500)Elwalde/Elwald/Ellot or Elwood/Elliot (1600) during the sixteenth century.



Gives an idea that Martin is likely the uncle of Robin and brother to Rob of Redheugh. George 
Armstrong is the laird of Whitehaugh, south of Redheugh.



It is felt this should read Archie, Gib (felt it should be Gavin) and Dandie, sons of Martin's brother.
Though I have Archie, Gavin and Dandie as first cousins to Martin, sons of William of Lariston. It is 
felt that though been researching that the term of relation to Martin meant a cousin of uncle, a close 
relative but not a brother, and it may be a mix up in translation of the term placing Martin as an uncle.
Could easily be mistaken, but things like this comes up an with a need to untangle.

It is felt there is a first William of Lariston, brother of the first Robert which received lands of 
Redheugh. Lariston and other land in the area, being the faithful squire of Archibald Douglas fifth earl 
of Angus. William and his sons would be tenants on the land of his brother Robert (Robert son Rob son 
Robin and son young Robin) of Redheugh. It is felt these sons of William moved on to land of Willaim 
Armstrong of Cavers Castle, as tenants. These land were part of Schaws, Braidley near Goranberry. 
These sons were known as the Gorenberry Gang, from the Thieves of Leven a group the included the 
Gorenberry Gang, when not of the direction or Robert who died at Flodden. When a younger Robert of 
Redheugh became chief of the clan, then they became the grayne of Martin a branch of the Robert of 
Redhuegh.





Martin is Executed;

February 23 1606/7 Martin Ellot is executed.



Above the Robert of Redheuch is brother to William of 
Lariston, and is slain at Flodden.



Martin of Hewghouse (near Thorlishope)



Above it states that Martin of Braidley has sons Sym (Simon), Arche, and 
Hob (Robert, may be Williams son which fought for Martin (Martin's Hob)).

Feel Martin's Gibb Elliot is the son of  a Robert of Redhuegh which becomes 
the second laird of Stobb, and this is how the Redhuegh Stobb line starts. 
Gibb is referred to as Martin's Gibb because he is fighting for Martin, and is 
taking over the leadership of the grayne of Martin.

Need to clear something. When it is referred to as Martin's/Martin it is of the 
grayne of Martin, and likely a closed relative such as a first cousin or 
newphew. Another example; Clem's Hob is Clement Corsar's Robert Ellot not 
of the Robert of Redheugh line. This is a lot to sort.



Above it saids Robin son of Rob and son of Robert who obtained land at 
Redheugh and has a brother name William of Lariston.

Robin has a border Will Ellot of Harsgarth, Gibbe Ellot (the tutor second 
laird of Stobbs) his brother, Arche his brother, and a Hobbe (Robert likely the 
son of Martin) of Heughhouse. It is felt that later in the sixteenth century the 
sons of Martin (Simon, Archibald and Robert (a Hob)) migrated to land 
around Thorlishope/Heughhouse which was in the hand of the Elwald/Ellot 
for many years.



The above also states a John Ellott as being a son of Martin Ellot.

Martin's Gib is Martins cousin which would mean kinsman.

Gawaine the Clerk, his brothers Robert (Hobbe), Archibald (Arche). John of 

Copshaw (famous Jok of (Copshaw) Park allied with nearby Armstrongs)
John of Thorlishope (maybe a son of Martin). It is felt Andrew (Dand) and 
John of Braidley are also brothers of Gawaine which would be sons of 
William of Lariston brother to Robert which was the squire to Archibald 
Douglas who obtained the land of Redheugh. These sons of William became 
the Goranberry gang then became of Martin's grayne allied with a Robin 
grandson of Robert of Redheugh.





Want to thank Linda for including the time line of sixteenth century Scotland.

Take note of Flodden, Scotland's alliance with France, Lord Darnley murdered by Earl 
of Bothwell owner of the land of the Hermitage. Kinmont Willie, and Scott (Sir Walter) 
of Buccleuch (Keeper of Liddesdale), then union of crowns.





Linda also supplied above map.  Elliotts north, middle and south.

North found; Douglases, Scotts, and Elliotts, around the Branxhold, Stobbs, and Cavers region.

Middle found; Crosers, and Elliotts, around Lariston, Steel, and Goranberry.
It should be noted that the name Clem (Clement), like Dandie (Andrew), Jok (John), Gib (Gilbert), and 
Hob (Robert) is sometimes felt to be Clem, and reference is made to Clements Hob, which would mean 
a Robert Ellot which fought for a Clement Crosers, the Crosers where like family to the Ellot.

South found; Armstrongs and Elliots; Mangerton considered the location for the head of the Armstrong 
Clan, and notorious Jok of Park, in this case felt to be Copshaw Park across from Mangerton, and south 
of Redheugh, at about the location at the forge, where the waters of the Hermitage, and Liddle collide.

Look towards the western part of the map it is found Douglas, Irvine and Armstrongs. 





In is felt that the Elwald, and the Irvine had a little bit of a foot hold in that area. The Irvine were felt to 
be connected to Aberdeen, Aberbrothok (Angus), like the Douglases. It should be noted that the name 
Rolland Elwald is in a number of regions. It is not a name found in the the Robert line, but definitely 
with the given information would be of the Traitors/Thieves of Levan inclusive of the Armstrong, 
Douglas, and Elliot. Of course Forestare are the Fosters. 

Though it is felt that there were Elwald in areas on the map. It is felt like there was a progression of 
Ellot with seeds in various locations, progressed in their growth north and East of Redheugh, then 
mainly to Ulster northern Ireland then onto America. 

It is felt that most reveivers just wanted to raid for their substance in like such as food, those which 
could aline themselves with the winning monarchy seemed to survive on the land. The border reveirers 
were considered to be scabs on the land. 

It is felt by looking at the map supplied by Linda, the Scottish Clan map, looking at the muster rolls of 
1630 of Ulster, and individual can kind of knowing the name grouping on the borders can see which 
area of the border these clans came from to go to Ulster. If there is a lot of Armstrongs and Elliotts, 
along with Fosters it can be seen that, that group came for on the border.



About the name Andrew, it is felt that the name Andrew became Dandie, then Dand and then in Ulster 
Daniel.  Though people today like to say Dandie is and alias of Andrew (St Andrew) it is felt that after 
the Reformation that Dandie, then Dand became the preferred names though it had been know as an 
alias of Andrew.  Know people feel it should say the son of Dandie the Kow would be the Daniel of 
Redheugh which went to Ulster, and Dandie the Kow did have a son name Dandie in Braidley, but it is 
felt that he did not migrate on to Horsleyhill or Shelkirk like his father, but would he retreat back to 
Redheugh or would this Dand of Redheugh be a later break off of the line of Roberts which I would 
question the name of Dand it would likely be of Andrew to follow the pattern of the direct line.
It is important to establish a time line on this to see if the migration and the generation intervals work a 
long with the family attributes.

If any questions comments or additions please contact.

Mark Elliott melliott.nm@gmail.com   11/1/2010
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